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When children are involved in a divorce, determining an appropriate

child support obligation for the non-custodial parent is a key function

of Family Court judges. In cases where child support is necessary, the

judge will typically order the non-custodial parent to pay a specific

amount each month (or other predetermined amount of time) to the

custodial parent to ensure that there are adequate funds available to

meet the child’s needs. A recent opinion authored by the Honorable L.

R. Jones, J.S.C., however, addressed an interesting alternative

approach: if the child is over the age of eighteen, can the non-custodial

parent can make child support payments directly to the child rather

than to the custodial parent.[1] It is called child support after all.

In the case of Kayahan v. Kayahan, the defendant/father (the non-

custodial parent) requested that the court modify his child support

obligation, and permit him to make payments directly to the parties’

daughter, who was over the age of eighteen and attending college at

the time, instead of to the plaintiff/mother (the custodial parent).

Although the father’s request to make payments directly to the child

was ultimately denied in this case, Judge Jones noted that such a

payment methodology could be permissible in certain circumstances,

and identified three main factors that should be considered when

determining if direct parent-to-child support payments should be

permitted. The first factor is the child’s maturity and history of

responsibility. Otherwise put, can the child be trusted to use the

support money for its specific intended purpose? If the court feels that

the child does not possess the requisite fiscal responsibility or would be

too susceptible to the temptations typically associated with being

eighteen years old and being away at college, direct payment to the

child should not be permitted.

The second factor is the non-custodial parent’s history of paying timely

child support. This factor is important because if the non-custodial

parent fails make a support payment to the child, the child is far more
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likely to succumb to guilt or other pressures not to seek recourse for non-payment than the custodial parent would be.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the court should consider whether there would be sufficient remaining child

support funds for the custodial parent to continue reasonably maintaining the child’s primary home without significant

economic hardship. In Kayahan, Judge Jones recognized that if the court were to permit a portion of the child support

to be paid directly to the child, the remaining portion paid to the mother would not be enough for her to maintain the

home and basic budget for the child’s benefit. This, of course, would not be in the best interest of the child, because

even though the child was a college student, she was still dependent on her mother for support at this stage in her life.

At the end of the day, Family Court judges have broad discretion to fashion unique remedies based on the specific

circumstances of the controversy before them. Although not the norm, direct parent-to-child support payments might

be a worthwhile alternative option if appropriate based on the facts and circumstances of the case.


